
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a retail experience. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for retail experience

Develop intelligently around manufacturing, scheduling and financial
constraints
Create documentation in images and videos to explain function and intent to
internal marketing and sales teams to enhance communication flow
Seek mastery of CAD processes (especially Solidworks and Keyshot) to
streamline your work
Seek to give and receive consistent collaborative feedback to/from fellow
design staff
Support leadership in the design of exceptional branded environments that
drive high engagement with the customer
Collaborate on and lead global visual strategies for all branded environments
and events that are an extension of the brand’s integrated 360 degree
campaigns
Develop, Manage, and ensure up-to-date VM assortments and layout guides
to be used by Sales teams and Retail Marketing for review of assortments,
costs, and design
Develop innovative and on brand floor sets that clearly communicate key
product stories and support all brand goals and initiatives
Ability to utilize data to create compelling selling stories and visual
presentations that support key brands/initiatives that increase will call sales
Partner with Product, Promotion and Loyalty teams to concept and present
proposals for seasonal launches
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Independent, knows how to prioritize, organized and a quick learner
Demonstrated knowledge of web development technologies (HTML,
JavaScript, CSS, React/Redux or similar)
The candidate will be highly pragmatic - a do-er thinker
Degree in Computer Science, Mathematics, Physics, Economics, Statistics, or
related quantitative field
One (1) to three (3) years of professional UX design experience, preferably on
transactional products
Experience working within an Agile team preferred


